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Abstract 
The second cohomology group of any commutative semigroup is computed from its pre- 
sentation; special attention is paid to the finite case. 
0. Introduction 
In what follows, S is a commutative semigroup. The cohomology we compute is the 
commutative cohomology introduced in [l, 23, whose second cohomology group 
H’(S, A) classifies group coextensions of S by A. When S is finite group-free and the 
coefficient functor A satisfies the surjectivity condition in [3], @($A) classifies all 
finite commutative semigroups T with T/S’? z S and Schiitzenberger functor A. 
Computing H’(S, A) from its definition requires one group variable for each pair 
(x, y) of elements of S. Our main result is an alternate computation which requires one 
group variable for each defining relation of S. This generalizes a similar result in [3] 
(where S is a nilsemigroup with identity adjoined). 
Basic results and definitions from [l, 21 are recalled in Section 1 for the sake of 
completeness. The main result requires considerations on congruences which occupy 
Section 2, and is stated in Section 3. As an application, Section 4 calculates the 
cohomology of commutative semigroups with one defining relation (for instance, 
finite cyclic semigroups). Sections 5, 6, and 7 contain the proof of the main result, 
which is very similar to [3] until a new path technique is introduced in Section 7. In 
Section 8, we show that the computation of H2(S, A) is a finite task when S is 
finite (more generally, when S is finitely generated). An example is given in the last 
section. 
1. Commutative cohomology 
1. The commutative cohomology of a commutative semigroup S was introduced in 
[ 11 and [2], using slightly different coefficient functors. Here we follow [2]; coefficient 
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functors are abelian group valued functors on the Leech category Z(S) [6]. The 
objects of Z(S) are the elements of S; a morphism from a to b is an ordered pair (a, t) 
with t E S’ and b = at; composition is given by (b, u) (a, t) = (a, tu). Thus an abelian 
group valued functor A = (A,ct) on X(S) consists of an abelian group A, for each 
a E S, and a homomorphism arr,r : A, --f A,, for every a ES, t E S’ (such that a,, 1 is the 
identity on A, and c~,~,Jx~,~ = c1,J. 
2. A l-co&in on S with coefficients in A is a family u = (u,),~~ such that u, E A,, for 
all a ES. A l-co&e is a 1-cochain u = (u,),~~ such that u,b = C&bl.& + ab,&e&b for 
all a, beS. A (symmetric) 2-cochuin is a family c = (c,,b)@,b& such that c,,bE Aab and 
C o,b = Cb,a for all a, b E S. A 2-cocycle is a 2-cochain s such that 
&b,c%b + &b,E = %bc + abc,asb,c 
for all a, b, c E S. A 2-coboundury is a 2-cochain c for which there exists a 1-cochain 
ZJ = (uJncS such that c = 6u, where 
for all a, bE S. Under componentwise addition these form abelian groups 
C’ = C’(S, A) = @aesA., 2’ = Z’(S, A) E Cl, C2 = C’(S, A) E &,sSAab, z2 = 
Z’(S, A) c C2 and B2 = B2(S, A) = 6C’ c Z2. By definition, 
H2(S, A) = Z2(S, A)/B2(S, A). 
If S does not have an identity element hen the monoid S1 has the same cohomology 
as S (H2(S1, A) E H2(S, A 1 S), where A IS is the restriction of A to the subcategory 
X(S) of Z(P)). Hence it may always be assumed that S is a monoid. In that case 
every 1-cochain or 1-cocycle u may be assumed to be normalized (ul = 0); every 
2-cochain, 2-cocycle or 2-coboundary c may also be assumed to be normalized 
(c 1 ,II = c,, 1 = 0 for all a E S). 
3. It is shown in [2] that this cohomology is an instance of triple cohomology and 
that H’(S, A) classifies all commutative group coextensions of S by A. 
This last result is especially interesting in the finite case. When T is a finite 
commutative semigroup, S = T/X is group-free and the Schiitzenberger functor A of 
T is an abelian group valued functor on Z(S) with the following properties [l]: A is 
thin (arr,t = a,,, whenever at = uu);finite in the sense that each group A, is finite; and 
surjective in the sense that ae,o : A, + A, is surjective whenever e is the least idempotent 
of S such that eu = a (with A, = 0 if there is no such idempotent). Furthermore, T is 
a commutative group coextension of S by A. Conversely let S be a group-free finite 
commutative semigroup S and A be a thin finite surjective abelian group valued 
functor on Z(S); then every commutative group coextension T of S by A is a finite 
commutative semigroup T with T/S r S and Schtitzenberger functor A (up to 
isomorphism). 
Thus H2(S, A) is most interesting when S is finite group-free and A is thin finite and 
surjective. 
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When A is thin, a,,t depends only on a and at and is convenientiy denoted by ai, (as 
in Cl]). 
2. Congruences on free semigroups 
1. In this section F is the free commutative semigroup on some set X and G$ is 
a congruence on F. Each element a E F is a finite product u = nxcx xax of powers of 
elements of X; the exponent a, of x E X in this product is a non-negative integer and 
{xEX; a, # O> is finite and non-empty. Note that a I b (a = bt for some TV F’) if and 
only if a, 2 b, for all x E X; thus the divisibility order on F is the reverse of the usual 
order. 
We need a total order s on F with the following properties. 
Lemma 2.1. There exists a total order 1 on F such that: 
(1) (F, $ ) is well-ordered; 
(2) ifa<binFthenu&b; 
(3) ifu 4 b then UC 4 bcfor all CE F. 
Proof. If F is finitely generated, a lexicographic order on F serves, as in [3]. In 
general, the total order $ can be constructed as follows. First, let I be a total order 
on the set X of generators of F (not the divisibility order) under which X is well 
ordered. Every element of F can be written uniquely as a product a = x1 . . . xk of not 
necessarily distinct elements of X arranged in ascending order x1 I x2 I a.. I xk. 
The integer k > 0 is the length 1 a 1 of a; Xk denotes the set of all a E F of length k. 
To define <, we order F by length, with each Xk ordered lexicographically. In 
detail, u Q b if and only if either Ial c lbl, or Ial = Ibl = k > 0, a =x1 . ..xk. 
b=Y1...yk,wherexlI...Ixk,YII ... 5 Yk, and there exists I Ij 5 k such that 
xi = yi for all i < j and xj < Yj. We see that Xk is a subset of the finite lexicographic 
product X x .-- xX, hence is well-ordered by $ ; then F is the ordinal sum of 
x,x2, . . . ) Xk, . . . and is also well-ordered. If a I b in F then either a = b or I a I > I b I 
and in either case a 2 b. 
It remains to prove that a 1 b implies ac 4 bc for all CE F. It suffices to show this for 
all c = ZEX. If lu( < Ibl then (uzl c lbzl and uz 4 bz. Now assume that a = x1 . . . xk, 
b = J’l . ..yk. where X1 5 **a 5 xk, Yr 5 sa. I Yk and there exists 1 I j 5 k such that 
xj < Yj and xi = Yi for all i < j. If z I ~1 I ~1 then 
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since xj < z. If, finally, yj < z then 
UZ =X1 se.Xj ... ~ Y1 ...Yj ... = bz. 0 
2. We say that the pairs (a, b), (c, d) form a parallelogram in case c = at, d = bt for 
some TV F’. The following properties are clear. 
Lemma 2.2. Given c I a and b E F there exists a unique d E F such that (a, b), (c, d) is 
a parallelogram; if aWb then c%d ifa % b then c B d. 
We write (a, b) 0 (c, d) when (a, b), (c, d) form a parallelogram such that aVb, c%?d, 
a % b and c % d. Note that (a, b) 0 (d, e), (b, c) Cl (e, f) implies (a, c) Cl (d, f ). 
3. We now return to the congruence w on F. Under the total order 3 each %-class 
C, of a E F has a least element s(a). As in L-43 this provides a cross section of %. In what 
follows: 
Q = {s(a); UEF} = {qEF; q%a implies q $ a}, P = {uEF; a % s(a)} = F\C. 
If Q? is the equality then P = 8. In general, each V-class C, consists of s(a) and of 
elements of P. 
If c I a E P then by Lemma 2.2 there exists a unique d E F such that (a, s(a)) Cl (c, d); 
in particular, c%d and c 9 d 2 s(c), so that c E P. This proves: 
Lemma 2.3. P is an ideal of F. 
In what follows, M denotes the set of all maximal elements of P, under the 
divisibility order. A short proof of Redei’s theorem is readily derived from the next 
result [4]. 
Lemma 2.4. The congruence %? is generated by all pairs (m, s(m)) with m E M. 
Proof. Let .M be the congruence on F generated by all pairs (m, s(m)) with m E M. We 
have .M G %?, since m%s(m) for all m E M. We show by induction on a that a .M s(a) for 
all UEF; this implies V = A. 
If a EM or a E Q then a J% s(a) by definition. Now let a E P; assume that c JZ s(c) for 
all c < a, We have a I m for some me M. By Lemma 2.2 there is a parallelogram 
(m, s(m)) 0 (a, c); then a 4 c (since m JY s(m) and JZ is a congruence), cJZ s(c) (since 
c < a), and a 4 s(c) = s(a). 0 
By Lemma 2.4, the pairs (m, s(m)) may be viewed as defining relations of S. 
4. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that a%b if and only if there is a path 
a = cI~c248-~~ck%?ck+1 = b within the %-class C, = Ct, in which each relation 
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ciwCi+l is either trivial (ci = cl+ 1) or a direct consequence of some miwss(mi) with 
miE M (SO that either (mi,s(mi)), (ci,ci+ 1) or (s(mi),mi), (ci,ci+l) is a parallelogram). 
This suggests the following definition. 
When a, b E F, an overpath from a to b is a finite sequence p = ml, . . . , mk (k 2 0) of 
elements of M for which there exist parallelograms (mi, s(mJ) •i (ci, ci+ i) (i = 1, . . . , k) 
with a = cl, ckfi = b. (This provides directions for constructing a path 
a = c1 %? cz% a.. %ck+ 1 = b from a to b). The following properties are clear. 
Lemma 2.5. When p: ml, . . . , mk is an overpath from a to b then a%? b, a 2 b, and 
C,,,i 2 C,, holds in F/%? for all i. 
The converse of Lemma 2.5 is given by the following Lemma. 
Lemma 2.6. For each aE F there exists an overpathfiom a to s(a). 
Proof. This is proved like Lemma 2.4, by induction on a. If a E Q the empty overpath 
(k = 0) is an overpath from a to s(a) = a. If me M there is a l-step overpath (m} from 
m to s(m). Now let a E P; assume that there exists an overpath from b to s(b) for every 
b +$ a. Since a E P we have a I ml for some ml EM. Then (ml, s(mI)) 0 (a, b) for some 
b < a. Combining the overpath (ml} from a to b with an overpath m2, . . . , mk from b to 
s(b) = s(a) yields an overpath ml, . . . , mk from a to s(a). q 
3. Main result 
1. We now let S be a commutative semigroup and A be an abelian group valued 
functor on S. Let rc: F + S be a presentation of S (a surjective homomorphism with 
F free on some set X), and % be the congruence induced by z (Then S z F/w, the 
generators of S are the elements of zX c S; the defining relations are equalities 
nr = TCS such that %? is generated as a congruence by the pairs (r,s).) 
2. Let 4, s, M, P, and Q be as in Section 2 (so that %? is generated by all pairs 
(m,s(m)) with me M). A minimal 1-cochain on F with coefficients in A is a family 
u = (u,),,~ such that u, E A,, for all m E M. Under pointwise addition, minimal 
1-cochains form an abelian group MC’(F, A) z BmEMAnm. 
Let aEF and p; ml,..., mk be an overpath from a to s(a), so that there exist 
parallelograms (mi, S(WIi)) •i (Ciy Ci+ 1) (i = 1, . . . , k) with a = cl, ck+l = s(a). For each 
minimal 1-cochain u = (u,),,~ define 
i=l,...,k 
where tie F’, ci = miti. A minimal 1-cocycle is a minimal 1-cochain u such that, for 
each a E F, u.;~ does not depend on p (only on a). Minimal 1-cocycles form a subgroup 
MZ’(F, A) of MC’(F, A). 
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3. For any 9 = (gxLo~~@xe~ A,, a minimal 1-cocycle u = 6g can be constructed 
as follows. For each a = n,,,xax = nxeX,xta~ax in F let 
9a= c a,a,,,,,g+&, 
xs%,xta 
where t E F’, a = xt. Then define u, = (6g), = g,,, - g+,) E A,, for each m E M. If p: 
ml, . . . . mk is an overpath from a to s(a) then anmni,nti uWi = gC, - gC,,, and therefore 
u,;~ = g. - gsta) does not depend on p. Minimal 1-coboundaries are minimal 1-cocycles 
of the form u = 6g for some g E @ bCX Anb and constitute a subgroup MB’(F, A) of 
MZ’(F, A). 
4. Our main result is given by the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. For any commutative semigroup S, 
H’(S, A) z MZ’(F, A)/(MB’(F, A). 
4. Semigroups with one defining relation 
1. As an application of the main result we calculate H2(S, A) when S has a presenta- 
tion 
S Z (al, . . . . a,, . . . . ayap ..-a: = a~a~...a~) 
with a single defining relation. We assume that ri + si > 0 for each i, so that 
d = a:ap . . . a? = aya: . . . a? < ai 
for each i I n. 
When writing the given presentation of S as a homomorphism 7r: F + S we may 
assume that X contains distinct elements xl, . . . , x, with nxi = ai; then %Z is the 
congruence on F generated by the pair 
(t,s) =(x:x; **.x;, x;‘x? ..-xs;). 
We may also assume that the given defining relation is not trivial and that r %. s in F. 
Since V is generated by (r, s), a %? b holds in F if and only if a = b or there exists 
a sequence cl, . . . , ck+iofelementsofFsuchthatu=ci,ck+i =bandforeachiIk 
either 
(4 ci = tr, ci+l = ts for some t E F’ 
or 
(B) Ci = ts, Ci+ 1 = tr for some t E F’. 
If(A)holdsfori<kand(B)holdsfori+1thenci=tr,Ci+l=tS,Ci+l=Us,Ci+Z=ur 
for some t, u E F’, which implies t = u and Ci+ 2 = ci, SO that Ci+ 1 and Ci+ 2 may be 
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deleted from the sequence cl, . . . , ck + I. Similarly, ci+ 1 and ci+ 2 may be deleted if (B) 
holds for i < k and (A) holds for i + 1. Therefore we may assume that (A) holds for all 
i or that (B) holds for all i. Since r $ s, (A) for all i implies ci $ ci+ 1 and a 9 b; (B) for 
all i implies ci 4 ci+ 1 and a + b. 
Let a E P, so that a % b, a B b for some b E F. In the above, we are then in case (A) 
and a = cl I r holds in S. If conversely a I r then a = tr for some TV F’, a %? ts with 
tr 9 ts and a E P. Thus P has one maximal element (under divisibility), namely r. We 
see that s(r) = s. 
A minimal 1-cochain consists of u = u,E&,; thus MC'(F, A) = Ad, where 
d = nr = XSE S. Since M = {r} there is only one overpath from any CE F to s(c) 
(a sequence of r’s); hence MZ’(F, A) = Ad. 
Now UEA, is a minimal l-coboundary if and only if there exists 
g = (S&X E @XEX 4C, such that u = 4 = gr - Ss(r) = gr - 9s. Let 
Si = S.-x< E Am, = Aoi. If XEX, x 2 r then x = xi for some i, ri > 0 and d = uici, where 
c; = a: . . . al’:‘lq Q-1 gi;; . . . u2; 
hence 
Similarly 
where 
c; = a”l . . . q’,ai si-lufi+l . . . % a+1 an 
when Si > 0. Hence u = g,. - gs is equivalent o: 
u = _,C, n l/igi, where 
, , 
‘riGi,,; - si%i,c~’ if li, Si > 0, 
Yi = ( ri% c; if li > 0, Si = 0, 
-siacz,, c;’ if ri = 0, Si > 0. 
Recall that ri + si > 0 for all i. Then MB’(F, A) = &=l,,.,,n Imyi. 
If A is thin this calculation becomes simpler. Since d I Ui for all i, we have 
47i.c; = a;i whenever i > 0, aoi,C;, = a: whenever si > 0, so that 
9, = C riazgi = C ria:giE Ad 
li > 0 1 
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and gs = CisiCr~gi. Hence u = gF - gs if and only if 
U = 1 (ri - Si)Ct?gi 
I 
(in other words, yi = (ri - Si)a?). Therefore MB’(F, A) = Ci(ri - si) Im IX:’ and we 
obtain the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. Let A be thin and 
S g (al, . . . , a,, . . . . a:a; se. a: = aTa . . . a2), 
where ri + si > 0, SO that 
for all i I n. Then 
H2(S, A) g Ad/ 1 (ri - si) Ima;‘. 
i=l,...,n 
If all c$ are surjective then H2(S, A) is isomorphic to AI/Ci(ri - si)Ad z Ad/kAd, 
where k = gcd (ri - si). 
2. If for instance S is a finite cyclic semigroup S = (a; ar+p = a*) with index r and 
period p, r, p > 0, Proposition 4.1 yields the following Corollary. 
Corollary 4.2. When A is thin and S is ajnite cyclic semigroup of index r and period p, 
H2(S, A) g A,/p Im cl:, 
where a is the generator and d = a’. 
3. As another application of Proposition 4.1 let S be an abelian group. Then A is 
thin (since S is cancellative); all ai : A,, + Ab are isomorphisms and A is isomorphic to 
a constant functor, and may be regarded as a single abelian group. Group coexten- 
sions of S by A then coincide with abelian group extensions of A by S. Hence 
H’(S, A) E Ext(S, A), since both groups classify the same extensions [l]. 
With Proposition 4.1 we can give a direct proof of H2(S, A) z Ext(S, A) when S is 
a cyclic group. If S is a finite cyclic group of order n, then S is a finite cyclic semigroup 
with index 1 and period n; by Corollary 4.2, H’(S, A) z A/nA z Ext(S, A). If S g 2 is 
an infinite cyclic group then S z (a, b; ab = 1) (as a commutative monoid) and 
Proposition 4.1 yields H’(S, A) E’ A/A + A = 0 = Ext(S, A). 
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5. Special cochains 
1. We now return to the general case, where S is a commutative semigroup, 
A = (A,a) is an abelian group valued functor on s(S), and S has a presentation 
z: F + S. In this section we use the basic property H’(F, -) = 0 proved in [l, 21 to 
describe 2-cocycles on S in terms of 1-cochains on F. 
2. The homomorphism rc: F + S extends to a functor rr: H(F) + X(S), so that 
A can be lifted to an abelian group valued functor (&/I) = Ax on F. Since F is 
cancellative, B is thin. Thus B, = A,, and /I; = u,,,,~ :B, + B,, for all x E F, t E F’. 
Each 1-cochain u = (u,),~~ E C’(S, A) on S lifts to a I-cochain n*u E C’(F, B) on F, 
defined by 
(x*u)~ = U,,E A,, for all a E F. 
We see that UE C’(S, A) implies A*UE C1(F, B), and that UEZI(S, A) implies 
n*u E Z’(F, B). Thus rc induces homomorphisms 
z*:C’(S,A)+C’(F,B), Z’(S,A)+Z’(S,B). 
Similarly each 2-cochain u = (u , ) (Ib n,6Es~ C’(S, A) on S lifts to a 2-cochain 
rr*u E C2(F, B) on F, defined by 
(7’C*U),,b = t.&,,bE A+,) fOI’ all U, b E F. 
We see that u E Z’(S, A) implies rr*u E Z’(F, B), u E B’(S, A) implies n*u E B2(F, B), so 
that 71 induces homomorphisms 
z* : Z2(S, A) + Z’(F, B), B’(S, A) + B’(F, B) 
and a homomorphism H2(S, A) + H2(F, B) ( =O). 
3. A 1-cochain UE C’(F, B) is special (relative to n) when 
(S) no = xb implies /?i,U, - U,, = /$&, - Ubc for all C. 
Note that rcu = xb implies 7c(uc) = $bc), A,,,, = Ancbcj and & = a,,,,, = ‘&b,rre = /?if. 
Special 1-cochains form an abelian group S’(F, A) c_ C’(F, B). 
Lemma 5.1. Z’(F, B) and K*C’(S, A) are contained in S’(F, A). 
Proof. Let u E Z’(F, B). Then /lzeu. - u,, = /I&u, for all a, c E F, hence nu = zb implies 
rr(uc) = n(bc), /I& = /I& and 
for all c E F. 
Let u = n*v where UE C’(S, A). Then rru = zb implies p:, = pie, u, = u,, = uzb = ub, 
7+X) = x(bc), U,, = Ubc, and fi:&. - U,, = ,t&+j - Ube. 0 
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Lemma 5.2. When u E S’(F, A), xa = rcc, xb = xd imply 
fi:t& + flobbUb - uab = kdh + fifdud - ucd. 
Proof. We have j&u,, = j&&, ,&uF = /&u, and 
P:bUa + i%bUb - Uab = ~cbc”c + ljhb - Ucb since 7ca = 7q 
= p$u, + B;dud - t&d Since nb = xd. 
4. When u E S’(F, A) define Au E C2(S, A) by 
fk,,,b = P:bUa + B:bUb - Uab 
for all a, b E F; A is well-defined by Lemma 5.3. 
Lemma 5.3. A is a homomorphism of S’(F, A) onto Z2(S, A). 
Proof. First it is immediate that A is a homomorphism and that AuEZ’(S, A). 
Let SE Z2(S, A). Then rc*s~ Z’(F, B) where (n*s),,b = s,,,,b for all a, b E F). Since 
H2(F, B) = 0, we have Z2(F, B) = B’(F, B) and rr*s = 6u for some UE C1(F, B), so that 
- j&u, + &t.$, - u,b for all a, be F. If 7Ul = nb then p&U, = B;&, 
;;;:: ; /J&t& - U,, = s,, xc = s,b nc = fl;&b + ,?; U - U and /?:,u, - u,, = ,?&+,- 
&,c, for all CE F. Thus u is a special cochain. W,‘sLe th:i s = Au. 0 
Lemma5.4. Let ueSl(F,A). Then AuEB~(S,A) if and only if UEZ~(F,B)+ 
7c* C’(S, A). 
Proof. Let VEZ~(F,B), w E C’(S, A) and u = v + rc*w, so that u, = v, + w,, for all 
a E F. By Lemma 5.1, u E S1 (F, A). Also 
= %,,nbWm nb + %b,n.W:: - wz(,b) 
for all ?ra, zbES, Since j&V, + /&vb - v,b = 0 by the choice of v. Thus 
Au = 6w E B’(S, A). 
Conversely assume AuEB~(S, A), so that Au = 6w for some WE Cl@, A), and 
p:b% + fl:b”b - %b = %w,nbWxn + %b,rraWnb - w,(,b) 
for all a, b E F. Let v = u - rc*w E C’(F, B), so that u, = u, + w,, for all aE F. Then 
Bib& + P:bvb - &b = 0 for all a,beF, and ueZ’(F,A). 0 
Lemma 5.5 follows from Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4. 
Lemma 5.5. H’(S, A) r S1(F, A)/Z’(F,B) + n*C?(S, A). 
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6. Partial cochains 
1. A partial 1-cochain on F with coefficients in A is a 1-cochain u = 
(U,),EF E C’(F,B) such that U, = 0 for all CEQ. Partial 1-cochains form a subgroup 
P’(F’,A) E BaEPAna of Cl(F,B). 
For each u E C’(F, B) define Ou by: 
(WC3 = UC2 - Us(,) for all a E F. 
Lemma 6.1. 0 is a homomorphism of C’(F, B) onto P’(F, A). 
Proof. We have A,,,,, = A,, and (Ou), E A,, for all a E F; if a E Q then s(a) = a and 
(Ou), = 0. Thus Ou E P’(F, A). Clearly 0 is a homomorphism; 0 is surjective since 
every partial 1-cochain u satisfies v,(,) = 0 and Ov = Y. 0 
2. The main result of this section describes H’(S, A) in terms of partial cochains 
on F. 
A partial 1-cochain v is consistent when 
0, - vd = /?:(v~ - vb) whenever (a, b) 0 (c, d). 
Note that (a, b) q (c, d) implies a % b, cVd, c = at, and d = bt for some t E F’, so that 
A,, = Aab, A,, = Asd, and 8: = #?i. Consistent partial 1-cochains form a subgroup 
K’(F,A) G P’(F, A). 
Lemma6.2. When UEC~(F,B) then UESI(F,A) ifand only if@u~Kl(F,A). 
Proof. Let u E C’(F, B), v = Ou and (a, b) q (c, d). Then s(a) = s(b) = q, s(c) = s(d) = r, 
c = at, d = bt for some t E F’, and 
vc - Eva = (UC - p34 - (u, - p:u,), 
ud - ,&b = (ud - /thb) - (u, - &d 
If u is special then xa = xb implies Bztu, - u,~ = &ub - ubt and u, - B:u, = 
ud - fly&,, and it follows that v is consistent. Conversely assume that v is consistent. 
Let 714 = zb, t E F, c = at and d = bt. We may assume a g b. Then (a, b)O(c, d), 
u, - p:v. = vd - ~~I$, and the calculation above shows that u, - /?:u, = ud - t!?iu,,, so 
that u is special. 0 
3. Partial 1-cochains can be constructed from the group exEx A,, as follows. 
Recall that each element a of F is a product a = &X~“x = ~Ixsx,xLoxL1x. When 
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g = (gJxox E &X 4, define Yg E C’(f’, 4 by 
Lemma 6.3. Y is a homomorphism of @x.x A,, into P1 (F, A). When u E C’(F, B) then 
uEZl(F,B) + 7z*C’(S,A) ifand only ifOuEIm!P. 
Proof. Note that Yr is well-defined by the above since ITU = zs(a) and hence 
(Yg)aE%, = &,,,. If a E Q then s(a) = a and (Yg), = 0; thus Yg E P’(F, A). 
Let u E Z’(F, B) + rc*C1(S, A), so that u, = z, + v,,E&, for all UEF, where 
zEZ’(F, B) and vE C’(S, A). Since z is a 1-cocycle we have z,b = fi$z,, + /I!$& for all 
a,b~F. For each a = nxeXzP = nxeX,xto~aX~F this implies 
Hence 
Also TTU = zs(a), so that v,, = v,,(,). Therefore 
(al), = 4 - Us(a) = za + v,, - Z,(o) - V,,(a) 
= ,e,c,,a @XzJ - c MQ)xK(,,4 
xeX,x2s(o) 
= (YdL?> 
where g = (z,),~~. Thus Ou E Im Y. 
Conversely assume that Ou E Im Y. There exists gx E 4, (x E X) such that 
for all UE F. For each UE F define 
We know that x 2 a if and only if a, > 0, and that (ab), = a, + b, for all a, b E F. This 
readily implies that z,b = j&z,, + #I” &b for all a, b E F, so that ZE Z1(F, B). Also 
u, - u,(,) = z, - zsca) for all a E F. 
Define w E C’(F, B) by w, = u, - Z,E A. for all UE F. Then w, = w,(,). Hence 
za = zb implies w, = wb. It follows that w = n*v for some VE C’(S, A) (where v is 
well-defined by v,, = w, for all ~EF). Thus u=z+z*v and UEZ’(F,A)+ 
?z*C’(S,A). I-J 
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It follows from Lemmas 6.2, 6.3 and 5.1 that Im Y E K’(F, A). 
7. The following lemma is obtained by combining Lemmas 6.1-6.3. 
Lemma 6.4. H2(S, A) E K’(F, A)/Im Y. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.1, 0 : C1(F, B) + P’(F, A) is surjective, so that P’(F, A) 
zz C’ (F, B)/Ker 0. Also Si(F, A) = O- ’ (K’(F, A)) by Lemma 6.2, Z’(F, B) + 
n*C’(S,A) = O-‘(Im Y) by Lemma 6.3, so that S’(F, A)/Ker 0 z K’(F, A), 
Z’(F, B) + rc* C’(S, A)/Ker 0 E Im Y and therefore H’(S, A) g S’(F, A)/Z’(F, B) + 
n*Cl(S, A) r K’(F, A)/Im Y by Lemma 5.5. 0 
7. Minimal cochains 
1. A minimal l-co&in on F’ with coefficients in A is a family u = (u,,,),~~ with 
u, E A,,, for all rn~ M. Minimal 1-cochains form a group M’(F, A) = &CM &,, 
which is a direct summand of P’(F, A) = eaEP A,,; ll : P’(F, A) + M’(F, A) denotes 
the projection. 
Lemma 7.1. I7 is injectiue on K’(F, A). 
Proof. Let u E K’(F, A) satisfy u, = 0 for all m E M. We show by induction on a that 
V, = 0 for all a E F. First, u, = 0 holds for all a EM and all a E Q (since v E P’(F, A)). 
Now assume a E P and u, = 0 for all c + a. We have a 5 m for some m E M, 
(m, s(m))0 (a, c) for some c E F, u, = 0 since a % c and V, - u, = /?r(u,,, - u,,,,) = 0 since 
ueKl(F,A). Hence u, = 0. 0 
By Lemma 7.1, M1 (F, A) contains an isomorphic copy of K’ (F, A). Hence H2 (S, A) 
can be described in terms of minimal 1-cochains; this will constitute our main result. 
2. By Lemma 7.1 a consistent partial cochain v is completely determined by its 
projection nu. The proof of Lemma 7.1 suggests a way to reconstruct v from l7u. 
Let ~~Ml(F,A)andp=m,,..., mk be an overpath from a to s(u), with parallelo- 
gEllllS (mi, S(T?li)) 0 (Ci, Ci+ I), Cl = U, Ck+ 1 = S(U). Define 
u,;p = i=,c, kBfliWna- 
,. 2 
This is well-defined since ci I mi, ci % a for all i 5 k. If a E Q then a = s(u), p is empty 
and u,,;~ = 0. If rnE M then p = {m} and u,,,;~ = u,. 
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Lemma 7.2. When VE K’(F, A), v, = (flu),;, for each a E F and overpath p from a to 
s(a). 
Proof. If aE Q then p is empty and @Iv),;, = 0 = v,. If me M then p = {m> and 
(ZIV),;, = (flu), = v,. For a E P we proceed by induction on a. Assume v, = (n~)~;~ 
when c Q a and q is an overpath from c to s(c). Let p = ml, . . . , mk be an overpath from 
a to s(a). There is a parallelogram (ml, s(ml))O(cl, c2) with a = cl 5> cz; since v is 
consistent and v, = 0 for all c E Q, we have vC, - vC2 = j?E’v,,,, . Also q = m2, . . . , mk is an 
overpath from c2 to s(c2) = s(a); hence 
uwI;, = B~%n, +(mct;q = Bam’Vm, + UC, = UC, = va. cl 
3. By Lemma 7.2, (ZIv),;, = v, depends only upon a when v is consistent. This 
independence on path characterizes consistent cochains: 
Lemma 7.3. If v E P’(F, A) and (IIv),;, = v, whenever p is an overpath from a to s(a) 
then v E K’(F, A). 
Proof. We want to show that v, - vd = /~Z(V. - vb) whenever (a, b)O(c, d). We first 
consider the case where b = s(a). By Lemma 2.6 there exist overpaths p = ml, . . . , mk 
fromatos(a)andq = nl,..., n, from d to s(d). Since (a, b) 0 (c, d), p is also an overpath 
fromctod.Hencer=ml ,..., rnk,nl ,..., nz is an overpath from c to s(d) = s(c). We 
see that (Zik),, = fi:(nv),,, + (nv)d;,. Hence 
UC - vd = (nv),;, - (n&q = P:&%;, = /%b* 
Now let (a, b)O(c, d) and b # s(a) = s(b). There exists a parallelogram 
(b, s(a)) q l(d, e); we also have (a, s(a)) 0 (c, e). By the first part of the proof, vd - v, = 
p$, and v, - v, = /?zva. Note that /?: = j3: since (a, b)!J(c,d). Hence v, - cd = 
E(v. - %I). q 
The converse of Lemma 7.3 is Lemma 7.4. 
Lemma 7.4. If u E M’(F, A) and u,;~ does not depend on p then u = IZv for some 
VE K’(F, A). 
Proof. For each aE F define v, = U,~E A,, where p is any overpath from a to s(a). If 
aE Q then p is empty and v, = 0; thus v E P’(F, A). If rnE M then p = {m} and 
v,,, = u,,,;~ = u,; thus IIv = u. Then v, = (nv),;, whenever p is an overpath from a to 
s(a); hence VE K’(F, A), by Lemma 7.3. 0 
4. We can now complete the proof of the main result. Define a minimal I-cocycle to 
be a minimal 1-cochain u such that u,,;~ does not depend on p (in detail, uaiP = u,;~ 
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whenever p and 4 are overpaths from a to s(a)). Minimal 1-cocycles form a subgroup 
MZ’(F,A) of M’(F,A). By Lemmas 7.2-7.4, MZ’(F,A) = ZZK’(F,A). 
A minimal 1-coboundary is a minimal 1-cochain UE M’(F’, A) for which there exists 
a family g = (gJxex E exeX A,, such that 
for every m E M. Minimal 1-coboundaries form a group MB’(F’, A) = n(Im Y) under 
pointwise addition. 
By Lemma 6.4, H*(S, A) E K’(F, A)/Im Y. By Lemma 7.1, n is injective on 
K’(F, A); therefore, K’(F, A)/Im Y is isomorphic to ZI(Kl(F, A))/n(Im Y) = 
MZ’(F, A)/MB’(F, A). This proves Hz@, A) z MZ’(F, A)/MB’(F, A), which is 
Theorem 3.1. 
8. Finiteness 
1. The main drawback of Theorem 3.1 is that it makes the computation of Hz (S, A) 
an infinite task even if S is finite. This is because the condition u,;~ = uQiq, which 
defines minimal 1-cocycles, must be verified for every element a of the infinite 
semigroup F. In this section we show that, when S and F are finitely generated and 
A is thin, minimal 1-cocycles are characterized by finitely many conditions u,,;~ = u,;~. 
2. When S and F are finitely generated, every ideal of F is finitely generated (as an 
ideal). In particular, M is finite. We assume that A is thin. Then 
whenp: m,,..., mk is an overpath from a to s(a); hence u,;~ does not depend on the 
order in which ml, . . . , mk appear in p. 
Let G be the group of quotients of F; G is the free abelian group on X. We write 
G additively; every element of G is a difference of the elements of F. We order G as 
usual, so that a 2 0 in G when all coordinates (components) of a are non-negative. 
Note that a I b in F means a 2 b in G. 
We use G to show that minimal 1-cocycles are determined by relations between the 
defining relations m%?s(m) of S. 
An M-relation is an equality in G: 
m& cldm - s(m)) = mFM vdm - s(m)) 
in which p,,,, v, are non-negative integers; more formally, a pair (p, v) of families 
P = (Pm)m&f, v = (v,),,~ of non-negative integers, such that the above equality holds. 
The weight of (p, v) is the sum CmsM p,,, + v,. 
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Lemma 8.1. When S isjnitely generated, every M-relation is a trivial consequence of 
a sum of minimal M-relations. Furthermore there are only finitely many minimal 
M-relations. 
Proof. An M-relation (p, v) is non-trivial when p # v. An essential M-relation is 
a non-trivial relation (p, v) in which no cancellation is possible: the integers p,,,, v,,, are 
not all zero, but there is no me M with both p,,, > 0 and v,,, > 0. Each non-trivial 
M-relation can be simplified by cancellation into an essential M-relation; thus every 
non-trivial M-relation (CL, v) is a trivial consequence of an essential M-relation (CI, /?) 
(pm - u, = v, - jIrn 2 0 for all m). 
M-relations are ordered pointwise: (CL, v) I (p, a) means CL,,, I pm, v,,, 5 a,,, for all 
m E M. If 0 < (p, v) I (p, 0) and (p, a) is essential then (p, v) is essential. A minimal 
M-relation is a minimal non-trivial M-relation. All minimal M-relations are essential. 
When (p, v) I (p, a), it follows from 
mFM ,4&n - s(m)) = $3 v&i - s(m)) 
and 
mFM p&n - s(m)) = 1 4m - s(m)) 
meM 
that 
m;M (Pm - hJ(m - s(m)) = m& (0, - vd(m - s(m)), 
so that (p - p, CJ - v) is an M-relation. If (p, o) is essential and 0 < (CL, v) < (p, 0) then 
(p, v) and (p - CL, 0 - v) are essential. Thus an essential relation which is not minimal 
is the sum of essential relations of lesser weight. Therefore every essential M-relation is 
a non-empty sum of minimal M-relations. 
It follows that every non-trivial M-relation is a trivial consequence of a non- 
empty sum of minimal M-relations. Trivial M-relations are trivial consequences of the 
empty sum (0,O). 
Under pointwise addition, pairs (p, v) of families p = &JmEM, v = (v,,JmsM of 
non-negative integers form a finitely generated free commutative semigroup F’ with 
identity (with two generators for each element of M). The minimal M-relations 
constitute an antichain of F’. Therefore it follows from Dickson’s Theorem (all 
antichains of F’ are finite) that there are only finitely many minimal M-relations. fJ 
3. Let p=ml,...,mk be an overpath from a to b, with parallelograms 
(mi, s(mi))O(ci, Ci+ I), a = ~1, ck+ 1 = b. Each parallelogram (mi, S(mi))n(Ci, Ci+ 1) yields 
an equality mi - S(mi) = Xi+ 1 = Xi in G. Hence the overpath p yields an equality 
x-y= mi --s(W) = C bh--s(m)) 
i=l,...,k mslu 
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in G, where p,,, is the number of times that m appears in the sequence p = ml, . . . , mk. 
This implies the following: 
Lemma 8.2. Zf p and q are overpathsfiom x to y then 
mTM Pdm - s(m)) = C qm(m - s(m)). 
mohf 
We now turn to the converse of Lemma 8.2. 
Lemma 8.3. Given integers A,,,> 0 (m E M) there exists a, b E F and an overpath p from 
a to b such that p,,, = I, for all m. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the number k = CncM A,,,, which will be the 
length of p. If k = 0 then any a E Q serves, with the empty overpath. If k > 0 then 
1, > 0 for some nE M. By the induction hypothesis there exists c, d E F and an 
overpath q = m,, . . . , mk_lfromctodwithq,=&,,forallm#nandq,=~,-l.In 
F there is an element e such that e I n, e I c and e I s(n). Since e I n we have 
e - (n - s(n)) 2 0 in G and hence there exists a E F such that (n, s(n)) Cl (a, e). We also 
have (c, d) 0 (e, b) for some b E F. Then p = n, ml, . . . , mk _ 1 is an overpath from a to 
b with pm = 1, for all m. 0 
Lemma 8.4. For each M-relation 
R: m& p&n - s(m)) = m& vdm - s(m)) 
there exists a E F and overpaths p, q@om a to s(a) such that pm - p,,, = q,,, - v,,, 2 0 for 
all me M. Furthermore the elements a of F with this property form an ideal I(R) of F. 
Proof. By Lemma 8.3 there exists c, d, e, f E F and overpaths p’ from c to d and q’ from 
e to f such that pk = p,,,, qa = v,,, for all rnE M. By Lemma 8.2, c - d = e -fin G. Let 
a 5 c,e. Then (c,d)O(a,b), (e, f)Cl( a,z ) f or some b,zEF; since c -d = e -f in G we 
have b = z. Since (c, d) Cl (a, b) and (e, f) 0 (a, b), r and s are also overpaths from a to b. 
There also exists an overpath r from b to s(b) = s(a). Following p’ and q’ with r we 
obtain overpaths p and q from a to s(a) with pm = pk + r,,, and q,,, = qk + r,,, for all m; 
hence p,,, - pm = q,,, - v,,, = r,,, 2 0. 
A similar argument shows that the elements a of F with such overpaths form an 
ideal of F. Assume that there are overpaths p and q from a to s(a) with pm - p,,, = 
q,,, - v,,, 2 0 for all me M. Let c I a. There exists a parallelogram (a, s(a))O(c,d) and 
an overpath r from d to s(d) = s(c). Now p and q are also overpaths from c to d; 
following with r yields overpaths p’ and q’ from c to s(c) such that pk = p,,, + r,,, and 
qb = q,,, + r,,, and hence pk - ,a, = q; - v,,, 2 0 for all meM. 0 
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4. We can now prove the condition for a minimal 1-cochain to be a minimal 
1 -cocycle. 
Lemma 8.5. When A is thin, a minimal 1-cochain u is a minimal 1-cocycle ifand only ifit 
satisjes the condition (M): 
(M) c ~~G,“um = c v,GkI 
l?lEM,~~tlU meM,nmntna 
whenever R: CmeM u,,,(m - s(m)) = 1 msM v,(m - s(m)) holds and a E I(R). 
Proof. First let u~A42i(F, A) and let R hold and aEl(R), so that there exists 
overpaths p and q from a to s(a) such that p,,, - p,,, = q,,, - v,,, 2 0 for all m. Then 
7tm 2 za in S whenever pu, or v,,, is positive, since this implies p,,, > 0 or q,,, > 0, so that 
mappearsinporinq.Ifp=ml,...,mkthen 
u,;p = c cI:?,miu,, = c 
nml4 Pm% u?n. 
i=l,...,k ltlGM,ffPtl2lIX 
Since u E MZ’(F, A), we have u,;~ = u,;~ 
and 
c pm cr;,“uu, = c 
=m, qm~nn u,; 
msM,nm2nx mPM,nm2nx 
this simplifies to 
c j.t,a~~u, = 1 v?PlG, nmuum. 
mEM,TCiPl>ZX WEM,7Cm>lCC 
Conversely, assume that UE M’(F, A) satisfies condition (M). Let aE F and p, q be 
overpaths from a to s(a). By Lemma 8.2, R: EmeM p,,,(m - s(m)) = CmsM q,,,(m - s(m)) 
holds. Obviously a E Z(R). Therefore 
Lemma 8.5 can be refined as follows: 
Corollary 8.6. When A is thin and S is finitely generated, u minimal 1-cochain is 
a minimal 1-cocycle if and only if it satisjes condition (M) when R is a minimal 
M-relation and a is a maximal element of I(R). 
Proof. First let R: CmsM p,,,(m - s(m)) = C meM v,(m - s(m)) be given. If awl and 
c pL,az,mUu, = c 
RI&4 vmana u, 
PllEM,RlPlt?7a PtlEM, ?TWZ>7Ia 
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holds, then 
c 
llmu 
&n%b %n= c 
rrm, 
h&b urn 
msM,nm>nb meM,nmrnb 
holds for all b I a. Consequently, it suffices to verify (M) when x is a maximal element 
(generator) of the ideal Z(R). 
Next it follows from Lemma 8.1 that every M-relation is a trivial consequence of 
a sum of minimal M-relations. If (p,v) is a trivial consequence of (p,o) (so that 
p,,, - pm = v, - a, 2 0 for all m) then 
c pLma~~um= c V&g%& 
#tlPM,~fPlnLZl7 mPM,nmtna 
is a trivial consequence of 
c pntanR~u,= C a,a~~u,. 
mPM,nmLna lPl~M,ICPllt~ll 
If @, v) is the sum of (P’, v’) and ($‘, v”), so that p,,, = & + ,uk, v,,, = vk + V; for all m, 
then 
c 
meM,nmtno 
and 
c p~cr~~u, = c v;clg%4,. 
ntEM,Wll~lUl VEM,WtltlUl 
If, therefore, (M) holds for all minimal M-relations then (M) holds for all M-rela- 
tions. 0 
When S is finitely generated, Corollary 8.6 gives a finite definition of minimal 
1-cocycles: by Lemma 8.1, there are only finitely many minimal M-relations; for each 
M-relation R, the ideal I(R) has only finitely many maximal elements; hence 
1-cocycles are characterized by finitely many conditions. 
9. An example 
1. In our example, F is free on (x, y}, with 
y-gyZ@ *** <xQxy<xy2< *.. 4x24x2ye ... 
and G$ is the congruence whose twenty-five trivial classes and five non-trivial classes 
are shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. 
Since F has only two generators, % is a fairly typical group-free congruence on 
F [S]. The elements of Q are indicated by o’s and the six elements of M by Cl’s: 
ml = x7, 7cml = e, s(ml) = x6, tl = ml - s(mJ = x; 
m2 = x6y2, nm2 = q, s(m2) = x5y2, t2 = m2 - s(m2) = x; 
m3 = x4y3, nm3 = I, s(m3) = x2y5, t3 = m3 - s(m3) = 2x - 2y; 
m4 = x3y4, nm4 = J; s(m4) = y6, t4 = m4 - s(m4) = 3x - 2y; 
m5 = xy6, nms = _A s(m5) = y6, t5 = m5 - s(m5) = x; 
m6 = y’, Km6 = f, s(m6) = y6, t6 = m6 - s(m6) = y. 
The semigroup S z F/V is group-free with 30 elements; by Lemma 2.4, S is generated 
by a = rcx, b = zy subject to: 
c7 = &, &b2 = ‘$b2, c4b3 = a2b5, a3b4 = ab6 = b7 = &=. 
The idempotents of S are e = a6 and f = b6; we also note the elements q = a5b2 and 
r = a2b5 of S. We see that e 2 q 2 f and I 2 f: 
2. A minimal 1-cochain consists of Ui = u,,,~ E FI,,~ (i = 1, . . . ,6), and consists of 
arEA,, U2EAq, U3E& td4,t.d5,U6E‘+; thus 
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We assume that A is thin, so that 
t.lCGP = c u$u,; 
whenever p = m;, . . . , rn; is an overpath from c to s(c). By Corollary 8.6, minimal 
1-cocycles can then be characterized by finitely many conditions. Instead of following 
the procedure suggested by Corollary 8.6, we construct specific paths as in Lemma 8.4 
to obtain necessary conditions, which can then be shown to be sufficient. We use the 
equalities tz = tl, t3 + 2t, = 2t,, t4 + 2t, = 3t,, t5 = tl. 
Let c = x7yz, s(c) = x5y2. Then p = m2, m2 and 4 = m2, m2 are overpaths from c to 
s(c). Hence minimal 1-cocycles must satisfy u,;~ = ufiq, 2u2 = aiur + u2 and u2 = 
a$,. 
Let c = x8y7, s(c)=y6. Thenp=m3,m6,m~,mS,m~,mS,mS,m5,m, and q=ml, 
ml, ms, ms, m5, m5, m5, m5 are overpaths from c to s(c). Hence minimal 1-cocycles 
must satisfy u,;~ = u,;~, oljuJ + 2ng + 6u5 = 2ct;u, + 6u5 and 2a;ui - ajuJ - 
2u6 = 0. 
Let c = xgy6, s(c) = y6. Then 
p = m4,m6,m6,m5,mS,m5,mS,m5,m5, 4 = ml,ml,ml,m5,m5,m5,m5,m5,m5 
are overpaths from c to s(c). Hence minimal 1-cocycles must satisfy u,;~ = uciq, 
U4 + h6 + 6u5 = 30!;ul + 6u5 and U4 = 3Ct;Ul - 2U6. 
Let c = x7y6, s(c)=y6. Then p=m~,m5,m5,m5,m5,m5,m5 and q=ms,m5,m5, 
m5,m5,m5,m5 are overpaths from c to s(c). Hence minimal 1-cocycles must satisfy 
u,;~ = u,;~, a;ul + 6u5 = 7u5 and us = a;u,. 
Conversely assume that u2 = a&, 2ajur - a;u3 - 2U6 = 0, U4 = 3c(;Ul - kg, 
and us = a; ul. Let c E F and p, q be overpaths from c to s(c). Then 
where pi = pmi, and similarly for u,;~. By Lemma 8.2: 
c Piti = C 4iti; 
i=1,...,6 i=1,...,6 
Pix+ P2x + P&x -2Y) + P4(3X - 2Y)+ PsX +P,y 
= qlx + q2x + q&x - 2y) + q4(Jx - 2y) + qSx + q6y; 
I 
PI + P2 + 2P3 + 3P4 + P5 = 41 + q2 + 2q, + 3q4 + qs, 
-2P, -2P4 +PS =-2q, -2q4 + q6. 
If c E Q then p and q are empty and u,;~ = ucGq = 0; hence we may assume c E P. If 
S(C) = x6 or x6y then p and q contain only ml’s; pi = qi = 0 when i > 1; hence p1 = ql, 
p = q and u,;~ = ucq , . If S(C) = x5y2 then p and q contain only ml’s and m2’s; 
pi = qi = 0 when i > 2; p1 + p2 = q1 + q2; and 
%;p = PlQl + P2U2 = (Pl + P2)Uz = (41 + q2)u2 = u,;q. 
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If finally s(c) = y6 then 
uc;p = Pl$h + P&Uz + p3r;t.h + p4u4 + p5ug + p&5 
+ p4(3a; ul - 2~6) + ~5$ u1 + P6”6 
= h + pz + 2P, + 3P4 + Ps)a;U, + (-&‘a - &‘4 + p&j 
= (41 + q2 + 2q, + 3q, + q&;u1 + (-2q, - 2q, + q&6 
= u,;q. 
Therefore ucMC’(F,A) is a minima1 1-cocycle if and only if u2 = cr&, 2rjul - 
x; u3 - 2u6 = 0, u4 = 3a;ul - 2~6, and u5 = rx;u,. Thus a minimal 1-cocycle is 
determined by u1,u3, and 4, subject to 2%;~~ - a;u3 - 2% = 0. Hence 
MZ’(F,A)~Ker@,where@=2$-a;+2:A,@A,@A/+A/. 
3. Finally, UE MC’(F, A) is a minima1 1-coboundary if and only if there exists 
a family g = (g.JXex E exeX A,, such that 
for all rn~ M. In this case we can let g = (s, t) where s = gXE A,, t = gv E Ab. Since 
MB’(F, A) E MZ’(F,A), u is a minimal 1-coboundary if and only if 
u1 = 72:s = 6azs = azs, 
u3 = (4afs + 3alt) - (2ars + 5aft) = 22;s - 2aFt, 
u6 = 7a!t - 6aFt = a;t 
for some SE A,, tE Ab. Hence MB’(F, A) zz Im A, where A = (x:, 2a: - 2af, a;): 
A, 6 Ab -+ A, 6 A, @ A,. Thus H2(S, A) z Ker @/Im A, with A and @ as above. 
If for instance A, = A, = 0 then Ker @ = A,, Im A = Im(2at - 2af) = 2(Im at + 
Im xl”) and 
H2(S, A) 2 A,/2(Im a,” + Im a:); 
if a: and a: are surjective then H’(S, A) z A,/2A,. 
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